MS-GoLight
The flexible LED frame to communicate your message

MS-GoLight-Technical Data
Material			
Aluminium frame
				
LED luminaires
Weight (unpackaged)
8,7 kg
Dimensions (packaged)
1.13 m x 1.45 m x 0.32 m
Frame dimensions
Height: 2m, width: 1 m, depth 0.08m
				
(base 0.38m)
No. of LEDs				84
Luminous flux:			
120 lumens
Supply voltage:			
240 V
Input and output: 			
24 V 100 watts (internal)
Power consumption:		
92.4 watts
Light colour:				6500-7000 Kelvin
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MS-GoLight – Your advantages at a glance
It takes just a few simple steps to assemble the mobile LED frame MSGoLight at any location for the effective illumination of your message.
The understated yet exclusive aluminium profiles frame your digital print
in a distinctive design that draws attention to your product
or service at the trade fair or point of sale.
Doubly effective
The MS-GoLight is illuminated on
both sides and can therefore be
centrally positioned in the room.
This means you can use both sides
of your illuminated advertising
display at the same time. The
content can also be replaced at any
time to promote a different product
or service.

Excellent brilliance
84 premium-quality LEDs
ensure the even and brilliant
illumination of your digital print.
The result is eye-catching and
effective illuminated advertising
at trade fairs, exhibitions or the
POS.

Magnetic alignment
MS-GoLight doesn‘t just
attract customers. It also has
magnetic elements in the
frame casing so that the LED
frame elements are
magnetically attracted. When
you use several frames, it
ensures that they are all
perfectly aligned.
Easy handling
The innovative push-fit system
considerably simplifies frame
assembly. Individual elements
are quickly connected into an
illuminated frame without tools.
A rubber lip ensures that the
two fabric pieces seamlessly
disappear into the frame,
creating an elegant overall
effect.
Light and mobile
MS-GoLight has an impressively lightweight design.
Including fabric and lighting
elements, the elegant aluminium profiles only weigh 8.7 kg.
This makes mobile and flexible
storage in a cardboard box or
trolley bag possible.

